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Development and design of the first maritime management simulation
The story behind TOPSIM-HEISS

We as shipping company have developed a structured commitment to learning and development, including an in-house created Leadership & Management programme. The first version was conducted 25 times between 2008 and 2012 mainly in Russia and the Philippines, followed by MCRM courses conducted between 2012 and 2016. Due to the strong need to address company specific values, a new in-house version has since 2013 been designed, and the first batch was successfully conducted in Manila in the summer of 2014.

Learning from the very positive feedback we received, we continued working on our vision for the future and identified the need to be able to simulate real-world leadership and management challenges in much the same way a bridge simulator can afford navigational staff the ability to develop specific technical competencies and to experience possible results of operational decisions.

We all know about the power of simulators, nowadays it is common practice in safety critical industries like the military, aviation and also shipping, to simulate possible scenarios in a risk free learning environment. Unfortunately, for leadership development there are no simulators. Role play is the closest thing to this, that’s at least what we thought in 2014....

Then we learnt about TOPSIM, a company with over 30 years’ experience of creating management simulations, located in the beautiful German town of Tübingen. Their management simulations are in use in more than 300 universities, high schools, other institutions and companies and are built to the general motto:

“Learning business by doing business”

After an initial meeting, we came to the conclusion that this approach had a huge potential for our leadership development program. While management simulations have been used at universities for many years, they are also more and more integrated in training portfolios of businesses to enhance business acumen and leadership development.

The effects of management simulations have been impressively pointed out by Sarah Boehle in the research ‘Simulations: The Next Generation of E-learning (Fissure, 2015)’.

"The experts generally agree that simulations boost learning retention rates dramatically. An often-cited study conducted by the National Training Laboratory Institute for Applied Behavioral Sciences in Alexandria, Va., found that on average, students retain 5 percent of what they hear in lectures, 10 percent of what they read, and 20 percent of what they see and hear in audiovisual presentations. But add “practice by doing” and “teach others/immediate use” to the mix—two learning techniques that computerized simulations possess in spades—and retention rates shoot up to a jaw-dropping 75 and 80 percent, respectively."
The first test run with a ‘business’ management simulation

However, there was no existing maritime management simulation. Consequently, we invited captains, deck officers, marine superintendents, technical superintendents, fleet managers, operators and even crewing agents from various backgrounds and nationalities, and organized a workshop in summer 2015 to do a test run with the simulation idea.

As starting point, the simulation “TOPSIM – People Management” was used. In this simulation, the participants’ team-task is to advise a (simulated) newly appointed manager on how she can guide her department through a period of change. Approximately 35 different leadership interventions or communication measures can be simulated, with different time scales, scopes and implications. The virtual manager’s goal is to inform and motivate the employees as well as to guide them to a level of self-commitment which enables them to improve their performance and anchor the change sustainably. How do I accompany the employees through the different stages of a change process? How do I manage different personalities? During the simulation it is necessary to ascertain the personal requirements, resentments and relationships of the simulated employees and to incorporate them in the decision making.

After two very interactive and intense days, the test run was finalized with a vision-workshop about the further application of management simulations, and it became very clear that this approach perfectly matched the needs of our environment, enabling us to increase people management skills in times of a continuously changing environment. The workshop ended with collecting initial feedback and input for the maritime management simulation, which clearly needed to be developed.

We realized that, if we were going to make this work we would need to involve the people for whom the program is intended already in the simulation development process, both ship and shore crew. We involved in total around 70 maritime professionals from all parts of our organization, and step-by-step further developed the simulation content, software and course setup. A shared mental model has been developed amongst the involved experts, clarifying for example:

- Which maritime real life challenges need to be integrated?
- What are effective hands-on leadership interventions on board our vessels?
- How can we combine scientific evidence and hands on experience of best-practices?
**Turning learning into action**

Having drafted the maritime themed scenario and interventions based on the initial input, all experts gave constructive detailed feedback and further specified parts of the material based on their professional background and experience. For this process, the Turning Learning Into Action (TLA) methodology has been used, facilitating the leap to effective learning transfer. TLA is an enhanced coaching methodology to improve what a person has learned from a training course/event. In our case being used as a reflection and applied research methodology, it has delivered the foundation of the maritime simulation. Based on the TLA results and using anonymized real crew data, the work continued to finally produce the first maritime management simulation. Keeping the German roots of the software in mind we finally decided to name it HEISS, standing for Human Element In Shipping Simulation, a HOT topic and one part of the STCW Manila amendments!

Although management and leadership competencies are required by the STCW 2010 Manila amendments, contemporary accident analysis published for example in the MAIB Safety Digest 02/2016 still point out failures in situation awareness, alerting others, communication, complacency and safety culture onboard accounting for 75% of the causal factors in maritime incidents. So it was worth the journey!

**Testing and fine-tuning the maritime version**

In close cooperation with the HR Manager of Seatrade Reefer Chartering, the HR Manager Seatrade Groningen/Triton and the Crew Resource Manager Seatrade/Triton, participants and location were selected for testing the maritime prototype. The location was the beautiful “Heerlijckyt van Elsmeren”, a castle including new built training facilities in the Belgian countryside approximately 45 minute’s drive from Antwerp. Part of the location was renamed to “The HEISS Village” for the 3.5-day duration of our seminar.

The composition of the participants was again unique: operations and legal department from Seatrade Reefer Chartering and GreenSea, two captains, two chief engineers, a third officer, two technical superintendents, HR, CRM and the Operations Manager of Geest Line. Five different nationalities, a total of 15 participants, four of which were female. We were amazed by the management and leadership interactions of all participants, the very specific discussions and the rapid internal team development process within a group across all functions, nationalities and locations of our organization.
Now applying the TLA process as structured coaching follow-up, based on self-determined development targets, the observed learning transfer into the respective real-life work environments of the participants was very remarkable. Further incremental improvements were made over several courses conducted in 2016 in the Philippines and Russia, taking cultural differences in the simulation as well as in the course design into account, all making TOPSIM-HEISS the mature learning & development instrument it is today.

Results of several HEISS-courses delivered

Despite the very diverse makeup of the participants, the internal group development processes were always very positive and all groups directly developed their own “team spirit”.

Although the courses were really intense, almost everybody participated pro-actively throughout, which led to rapid and significant improvements of team and individual learning performance.

Observing the team dynamics and individual behaviours as well as gathering informal and formal feedback, the following criteria were identified as key factors for the very positive results:

- Courses were problem-oriented, not content-oriented;
- Participants took actions and got direct feedback from simulation, other teams and facilitators;
- Good balance between team assignments, simulation, theory and reflection;
- Content of the courses were directly related to ‘real-life’ situations of the participants;
- Structured learning exercises included team-building activities, in which the participants really experienced themselves in their given role and actively demonstrating the Human Element In Shipping;
- “Special Event Feeling” (different learning methods, in-house delivery, ashore management present).

Specifically,

- Experiencing a shared mental model operationalizing the company standard,
- TOPSIM-HEISS as activity itself,
- Personal development in the area of ‘Communication’, and
- The behavioral analysis ‘Predictive Index’ conducted for coaching purposes

have been rated by the participants as most impactful experiences during the HEISS-courses.

To sum up, the instructional design of the learning activity – TOPSIM-HEISS as strong driving force, combined with assignments, theory and structured learning exercises – was the overall decisive success factor.
Success factor instructional design

Obviously, personal learning and development depends on more than one single activity. In the following, the principles of designing a behaviour-oriented learning activity for adults are pointed out. Since the individual’s ‘learning aptitude’ cannot be influenced by either the participant or the facilitator, participant motivation and the chosen learning methodology are highlighted as important focus areas for the design of adult learning and development activities.

Part 1: Motivation to learn

Motivation plays a major role in the amount people learn and the transfer into the workplace after a behavior-oriented learning activity. However, it is certainly not about pushing someone to learn something. Motivation for professionals to learn requires us to create an environment, in which professionals are treated as ‘community of practice’ and not as ‘students to be told what to do’.

So what motivates us to learn?

We should bear in mind that professionals don’t participate in a learning activity just to acquire new knowledge, which is a major difference compared with children in school or students at university. Companies conduct learning & development programs in order to achieve business improvements, and professionals participate in learning activities to be empowered to further develop crucial behavioural competences to help meet their specific work challenges.

Many learning activities fail due to five factors: no ownership, wrong objectives, obsession with content, obsession with evaluation and because they are focused on acquiring knowledge instead of behavioural change.

In order to avoid these pitfalls, TOPSIM-HEISS offers the possibility to design activities which take the main characteristics of adult learners as defined by Malcom Knowles into account, a tremendously influential expert of the last century in the field of adult education, successfully combining the science of pedagogy and andragogy:

1st characteristic: Adults learn self-directed

Adults want to be involved in the whole learning process, and make choices themselves regarding relevance of the learning objectives.

Facilitating a TOPSIM-HEISS course means exposing participants to a learning process integrating the complexity of leadership and the Human Element, and encouraging each participant to decide for himself in which area he would like to continue further development at the workplace.
2\textsuperscript{nd} characteristic: Learning activities should be problem-centered instead of content-centered

Instead of focusing on theoretical models and as much learning content as possible, adult learning needs to focus on the problem at hand. Thereby participants can bring in already gained knowledge and relevant experience, share this with other participants and newly provided knowledge is directly transferred in a practice-oriented context.

Courses applying TOPSIM-HEISS are designed around the dynamic ‘real-life’ situation of the cover story, where participants need to approach an on board leadership challenge with a virtual crew through the eyes of the Captain.

3\textsuperscript{rd} characteristic: Learning activities should be related to participants’ work challenges

If it’s clear that the learning activity supports the participants in solving real life challenges and further develops their career-relevant competencies, they are likely to be engaged and inspired to turn learning experiences into actions at work.

TOPSIM-HEISS is designed based on realistic events and situations, and it offers a wide range of crucial maritime leadership and management competencies to be developed, such as communication, intercultural competencies or the creation of shared mental models.

4\textsuperscript{th} characteristic: Learning activities should allow to gather direct experience

Simulation is a means to transfer acquired knowledge into real situations, allowing experimentation with new knowledge in a safe learning environment in order to gain directly first hand experience. However, training regarding the Human Element usually stops with discussing a case and ‘I would do...’ statements. This allows for sharing best-practices and having value-adding discussions, but it doesn’t provide participants with a direct learning experience and peer-feedback enhancing the learning transfer into real life.

TOPSIM-HEISS does. When the participants enact leadership interventions on behalf of the virtual HEISS-Captain, the virtual crew members’ reactions are simulated and become tangible for the participants.

To say it with the words of one participant: “You can even do wrong interventions, just to see how the reaction on the people will be. You would never do that in real life!”
Part 2: Action-oriented learning including ‘gamification’ elements

Designing the course around TOPSIM-HEISS taking the characteristics of adult learners into account, participants take actions and get direct feedback from simulation, other participants and facilitators. By balancing assignments, simulation, theory and reflection, participants experience a highly interactive and participant-driven course instead of a teacher driven “class-room-seminar”.

Together with our partners from TOPSIM we have pointed out the benefits of action-oriented learning applying a management simulation, and herewith share the main-principles with you.

THE POTENTIAL OF ACTION-ORIENTED LEARNING

Action-oriented learning can be seen as a highly interactive learning environment, where participants apply and combine practical work tools directly in the learning environment. By facilitating behavioural changes, action-oriented learning fosters more sustainable and more effective learning outcomes in the targeted areas of behavioural change as it turns learning from ‘push to pull’, so participants want to learn and develop because they find it meaningful and not just because the company requires them to adapt their behavior.

Many companies are using action-oriented elements especially in the area of on-the-job training in order to achieve more impactful learning experiences for employees as well as to increase their level of satisfaction, commitment and productivity – during the learning process and beyond. The success of action-oriented learning is based on the natural interest humans have in solving challenging tasks, and to do that in a competitive environment.

Hereby, a user-friendly and consistent implementation of key action-oriented elements is one of the most important factors of success. Due to its positive behavioural impacts, action-oriented learning has an enormous potential to especially enrich corporate culture oriented development programs.

TOPSIM-HEISS AS AN ENABLER FOR ACTION-ORIENTED LEARNING

A real-life, complex on board scenario with virtual crew provides a risk-free learning environment in which leadership challenges can be overcome. HEISS makes sure that complex interdependencies between topics like culture, personality, team composition, team development and leadership style become transparent during the learning process. Predefined rules determine which decisions a team of participants can make and how those will affect the virtual HEISS-crew based on their current situation.

The level of difficulty can be adjusted according to the participants individual needs. The real power of this learning & development concept is that behaviours are directly tackled, and knowledge is applied immediately in a memorable and emotion-triggering situation.
KEY ELEMENTS OF ACTION-ORIENTED LEARNING AND THEIR IMPLEMENTATION IN TOPSIM-HEISS

The powerful effects of action-oriented learning can be summed up using five different element categories. All of these independently provide an “intrinsic drive” for the learning individual which results in the voluntary desire to improve the own performance. Therefore, the participants will repeat the action-oriented learning process over and over again.

“Each element by itself enriches the learning process and fascinates the participant – it creates attention and motivation to continue learning.”

Action-oriented elements contain an immense potential for improving the learning process. Indeed, the listed elements all have a positive effect on the motivation, endurance and passion of the participants and thus on the sustainability of learning. Besides the focus of the aimed learning goals, elements of action-orientation are fostering enthusiasm, communication and collaboration within the learning process. By that, a great variety of training needs can be satisfied. Furthermore, not only the traditional theoretical learning objectives are promoted, but also hands-on activities and best-practice sharing processes will be successfully supported and achieved.

The experience of TOPSIM, as a supplier with 30 years’ experience in management simulation development and training, with over one million participants, shows that action-oriented elements combine well in management simulations to guarantee a successful and lasting learning.
How do management simulations tackle the elements and sub-elements of action-orientation?

**THURILLING CHALLENGE**
A frame story is given but participants continue developing it.

**NARRATIVE STORY**
A frame story is given but participants continue developing it.

**VARIABLES CHALLENGES**
Through increasing complexity new problems have to be solved each decision phase, which is triggering motivation.

**CURIOUSITY TRIGGER**
By receiving just enough information to understand the circumstances, participants have to discover the key clues themselves.

**INSPIRING SUB-TASKS**
Learners experience on board leadership challenges, and therefore need to take personality, group dynamics, informal networks and culture into account.

**COMPLEXITY OF TASKS**
Learners experience on board leadership challenges, and therefore need to take personality, group dynamics, informal networks and culture into account.

**DIVISIBILITY OF REQUIREMENTS**
Within groups, different roles with various responsibilities can be assigned.

**PROACTIVE RISK MANAGEMENT**
While acting in the simulation, the impact of behavior on operational costs. In terms of pro-active risk management can be pointed out using multiple scenarios of the simulation.

**PRECISE DECISION PATHWAYS**
By explaining the cause-and-effect relationships, learners understand the scope of their decisions.

**PURPOSE**
By explaining the cause-and-effect relationships, learners understand the scope of their decisions.

**BRANCHING CHOICES**
Despite precise decision pathways, participants have to develop their own strategy.

**LIMITED RESSOURCES**
By setting time limits, participants learn to manage their tasks with resource efficiency and reach decisions under pressure.
**Conclusion**

Katrijn Dehaen, HR officer and payroll specialist at Seatrade Reefer Chartering, provided the perfect summary some weeks after participating herself in a TOPSIM-HEISS course, together with mainly seagoing staff:

*End of August 2016 I was signed up to participate at the MLDP 2.0-HEISS in Manila. In my 23 year career with Seatrade this was the most impressive training I ever participated in, and I did quite a few.*

**HEISS is about group dynamics and personal character & attitude within this group, weighed up against a background of culture and company standards, safety and behaviour under pressure.**

*From day 1 the facilitators slowly immerse you in their program, lifting you up to a higher level through assignments, games, debates, theory and real-life (on board) simulations. In the last stage of the training you transform from an individual to a team member, disregarding rank, cultural background, gender or shore-onboard duty, eager to learn, share expertise, take responsibilities and perform.*

*I was lucky to be able to participate at the HEISS maritime management simulation and I am convinced that it is of great added value for all; both office personnel and captain & crew; in order to communicate & understand and hence guarantee safety and maximum output of our vessels.*
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